Umbilical winch for maximum 6 hydraulic high pressure umbilical connections of 1" for subsea operations. High storage reel for umbilical with diameter of maximum 180 mm. Maximum working pressure swivel is 350 bar.

For driving the winch an additional HydrauPack 45 can be used for the supply of hydraulic oil. Operating the reel can be done in combination with a dedicated stand-alone proportional valve.

Optional: To supply the umbilical with hydraulic fluid for operating an under water tool a HydrauPack 250, 500 or a HydrauPack 750 can be rented.

DNV 2.7-3 certified frame with integrating lifting lugs, incl. rigging and forklift-trays ensures easy handling.

Benefits

Umbilical winch for maximum 6 hydraulic high pressure umbilical connections for operating under pressure. Offshore certified lifting frame acc. DNV 2.7-3 and EN 12079-1. High capacity storage drum with high pressure rotary coupling. Road transport still possible with standard low loaders. Only 4 shackles with sting shall be disconnected during transport.

Scope of Supply

Included:
- Valve box for hydraulic motor including operation brake
- Offshore certified lifting frame acc. DNV 2.7-3
- Lifting points (4) including rigging and integrated forklift pockets in frame
- User manual

Excluded:
- Hydraulic hoses, quick couplings, etc.
- Directional valve
- Umbilical(s)
- Power supply
- Transport and installation.

Above mentioned items can be included on request.